Muscle spindles as pain receptors
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ABSTRACT

Background Muscle membranes have a sensation of pain, but within the muscle tissue, the origin of pain is unclear. We present a hypothesis that the pain receptors of the muscle tissue are situated principally in the muscle spindles. A recent report reintroduced that ‘end plate spikes’ in needle electromyography (EMG) are fusimotor unit potentials of the intrafusal muscle fibres, and thus represent a marker of muscle spindles.

Methods We studied four relaxed muscles with 50 EMG needle insertions in each and mapped the appearance of pain and spontaneous EMG activity.

Results Only 4.0% of the needle insertions in muscle tissue elicited pain. However, needle insertions in local active points showing ‘end plate spikes’ and, thus, fusimotor unit potentials of the muscle spindles elicited pain in 86% of the insertions, whereas needle insertions in points without ‘end plate spikes’ elicited pain in only 1.0% of the insertions (p<0.001).

Conclusions Muscle spindles have pain receptors. The extrafusal muscle tissue is practically pain-free for the needle insertions. This demonstrates a scarcity of extrafusal pain receptors. How this observation is put into perspective with the muscle pain syndromes was discussed.

INTRODUCTION

By performing needle electromyography (EMG), a clear concept of needle pain may be achieved. Both skin and muscle fascia feel pain well,1 but muscle tissue is astonishingly pain-free during insertions of an EMG needle.1 However, on infrequent occasions, a painful point may be reached during a steady advance of the needle, and the pain may be so intense that further insertion is not attempted.1 Pain produced by electrical stimulation through a concentric needle electrode, with the tip of the needle positioned immediately adjacent to an extremely painful spot in the muscle, has also been studied: 10/s stimulation (0.05 ms, <5V) produced severe pain; the same stimulation in other areas of the muscle was quite painless.1

In EMG of a relaxed muscle, these pain spots are active. The characteristic EMG activity in the ‘pain spots’ or ‘active spots’ consists of spontaneous firing. This includes miniature end plate potentials or ‘end plate noise’ (referred to together as MEPPs) and ‘spikes’.2 When the needle is withdrawn, this spontaneous activity vanishes, as does the pain.2

We have pointed out that ‘spikes’, called ‘end plate spikes’,3 are fusimotor unit potentials (FUPs) recorded from the intrafusal nuclear chain and nuclear bag muscle fibres of the muscle spindles.4 MEPPs are usually associated with them, reflecting intrafusal neuromuscular junctions. MEPPs without FUPs evidently arise in the neuromuscular junctions of alpha motor neurons at the end plate zone.4 The aim of this study was to quantitatively map of the existence of spontaneous activity as well as sites with pain with small EMG needle insertions in relaxed muscles.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Fifty small insertions were performed in four relaxed muscles of a healthy individual with informed consent. Ten points were marked on the skin over the extensor carpi radialis longus and abductor pollicis brevis muscles: two near the myotendinous junctions on both sides (locations 1 and 10), four on the equatorial line (locations 4–7) and four on both sides at an equal distance between the points near the myotendinous junctions and the equatorial line (locations 2, 3, 8 and 9). Numbering started from 1 near the distal myotendinous junction. Sites 4–7 were located at the presumed end plate zone. The numbering of the insertion points was different in the biceps brachii and vastus medialis muscles, whose end plate zones, not myotendinous junctions were used for this purpose. The end plate zones of the biceps brachii and vastus medialis muscles were identified based on local twitch responses to small electrical surface stimuli. The more distal sites were 20 mm (locations 2, 3, 8 and 9) and 40 mm (locations 1 and 10) from the end plate zone (figure 1). Five small insertions (1–2 mm) with insertion activity were performed in all locations perpendicularly. If a pain spot or an electrically active site was encountered, the needle was withdrawn and the next insertion was directed in a different direction. Keypoint EMG machine (Alpine Biomed, Balsorpskatten, Ballerup, Denmark)
and the 30-gauge concentric disposable EMG needle electrodes (Ambu Neuroline) were used. Amplification was 50–300 µV/div, according to the amplitude of the potentials. The observations were collected after every insertion: no pain, pain, no sustained activity after insertion, MEPPs only, FUPs with MEPPs, or FUPs without MEPPs. To test whether pain was observed more often in sites with versus without FUPs, a Pearson’s $\chi^2$ test with IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows (V.25.0, IBM) was used.

RESULTS

When the EMG needle pierced the skin and fascia, transient pain was experienced. The pain was minute and brief when the extensor carpi radialis, biceps brachii and vastus medialis muscles were examined. Piercing of the skin into the abductor pollicis brevis muscle was more painful, and we had to wait a moment before further insertions inside the muscle could be performed.
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MEPPs were at the end plate area (locations 5 and 6) and four were probably outside of it (locations 2, 3, 3 and 8). Two sites with only MEPPs without pain were at the end plate zone (locations 5 and 6) and two outside of it (locations 3 and 3). The site with only FUPs without pain was outside of the end plate zone (location 8). The two sites with pain only were outside of the end plate zone (locations 2 and 10). Altogether, there were 6 out of the 200 insertions with pain (4.0%): 6 were at sites with and two without FUPs (table 1). There was a significant association between elicited pain and the presence of FUPs ($\chi^2$1=126.14, $p<0.001$): the percentage of the insertions eliciting pain was 86% at sites with FUPs and only 1.0% at sites without FUPs.

DISCUSSION

A small concentric EMG needle is a perfect probe to localise sites with spontaneous activity and high-threshold mechanical pain receptors in the muscle tissue. The conclusion is that most pain receptors are in the muscle spindles (with FUPs as their markers) and only occasionally (2 out of the 200 insertions) are pain receptors found in the interstitial tissue. In clinical EMG, we have

![Figure 1](image_url) Location of needle insertion sites in the long head of the biceps brachii muscle. Five EMG needle insertions were performed in each site (edited from a Shutterstock.com image under license). EMG, electromyography.

![Figure 2](image_url) (A) Activation of fusimotor unit potentials after a needle insertion, recorded in a painful spot of the abductor pollicis brevis muscle. Several sequences are firing with short interpotential intervals (location 2, third insertion). (B) Activation of only miniature end plate potentials (without fusimotor unit potentials) by a needle insertion in a painless spot of the vastus medialis muscle (location 3, second insertion).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EMG</th>
<th>Pain</th>
<th>Pain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No fusimotor unit potentials</td>
<td>191 (99)</td>
<td>2 (1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fusimotor unit potentials (with or without MEPPs)</td>
<td>1 (14)</td>
<td>6 (86)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For statistics, see the Results section. EMG, electromyography; MEPPs, miniature end plate potentials.
the experience that thick EMG needles are more painful than thin ones. The piercing of the skin and fascia is evidently more painful with thick needles. In the muscle tissue, where pain and FUPs are elicited principally in the muscle spindles, they may be more often encountered with thick than thin needles.

There are numerous unmyelinated free nerve endings in all parts of the muscle tissue. Free nerve endings derive from the branches of both unmyelinated and myelinated stem nerve fibres, except group Ia/primary and group II/secondary fibres. Group IV fibres are exclusively free-ending in nature. Group III fibres have been assigned to ‘pressure-pain’ endings in the muscle. The general consideration that the muscle tissue is full of free nerve endings capable to elicit pain sensation, is evidently too simplistic. There are unmyelinated somatic nerve endings also in the muscle spindles.

The localisation of pain receptors of the muscle tissue has also been studied in a chronic pain model. In the rat masseter model, persistent myalgia with two injections of acidic saline (pH 4.0) on days 1 and 3 was induced. Intrafusal small-calibre axons (the C-fibres), which are located in close proximity to the annulospiral endings, express nociceptor markers and metabotropic glutamate receptors. It was confirmed that the endings of the Ia afferents have the capacity to release peripherally stored glutamate, which could activate adjacent nociceptors that express glutamate receptors. Blockade of these peripheral receptors prevented the development of the acid saline-induced allodynia.

There is also another mechanism that may induce pain: the axon reflex of the pain C-fibres. Activation of a pain receptor may induce an increase and exocytosis of pain metabolites, such as substance P (SP), in another terminal of a branch of the same C-fibre. Moreover, the acidic milieu modifies the threshold sensitivity of the nociceptor. The orthodromic and antidromic release of SP and calcitonin gene-related peptide is greatly increased in response to nociceptor activation. A consequence, the concentration of pain metabolites inside the active myofascial trigger point is increased. The myofascial trigger points with high concentrations of pain and inflammation metabolites, studied with microdialysis, may represent inflamed muscle spindles. The evident proof was the twitch response in the EMG, which was considered a marker of a myofascial trigger point when the dialysis needle encountered it. A corresponding twitch response is often seen when an EMG needle is inserted into an active spot with spontaneous activity and pain. Any encountering needle could activate the Ia afferent receptors of a muscle spindle, which elicits the twitch response of the alpha motor units via spinal reflex pathways.

The spindle capillaries, as the capillaries supplying intramuscular nerves, do not leak as capillaries supplying the extrafusal muscle. A blood/nervous system barrier, therefore, obtains in both the endoneurial and the intrafusal periaxial spaces. There are few or no capillaries in the periaxial space. Thus, the intrafusal concentration of inflammatory and pain metabolites may become high, for example, as a consequence of contraction metabolites and H+ accumulating in the periaxial space. This may happen during sustained fusimotor activation in an attention or a precision task and work (vide infra).

In man, examples of chronic muscle pain are fibromyalgia and myofascial pain. Muscle spindles seem to be involved in the formation of trigger points and the painful taut bands of muscles in myofascial pain.

The previous article concerning EMG in myofascial pain offered a hypothesis for the formation of taut bands and trigger points via overactivated beta motor units and rigour (silent contracture) of their muscle fibres. This overactivity of the beta units was suggested to be caused by continuous II-afferent, III-afferent and IV-afferent reflex drive from inflamed muscle spindles full of contraction, inflammatory and pain metabolites (vide supra). Overactivated gamma motor units and their intrafusal nuclear bag and nuclear chain muscle fibres are too small to create taut bands, but their overactivation may take part in the accumulation of intrafusal metabolites and, thus, beta motor unit drive. Alpha motor units were supposed to be normal, because painful muscles are relaxed, not spastic and the alpha motor units are influenced only by the Ia-afferents of the muscle spindles. Another EMG phenomenon, often observed especially in the trigger points in taut bands of myofascial syndrome patients, is the complex repetitive discharge. It is probably caused by a peripheral intramuscular loop with intrafusal ephaptic conduction, also enhanced by accumulation of intrafusal metabolites.

This study describes pain sensations in normal muscles. The results are concordant with the previous study as to the importance of muscle spindles as pain receptors in both health and muscle pain syndromes. The restriction of this study is similar to the study of Meadows, which was the impetus for our study: Only one individual was studied. We studied four muscles and the results were the same in each of them. Thus, a more comprehensive study with several voluntary individuals is needed.

This study shows that acute pain caused by EMG needle insertions in healthy muscles reflects the activation of high-threshold mechanosensitive pain receptors in the muscle spindles, and the extrafusal muscle tissue is mainly lacking this kind of receptors.
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